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All Candidates' performance across questions

Question Title N Mean S D Max Mark F F Attempt %
1 229 24 6.7 40 59.9 100
2 59 31.7 8.8 50 63.5 25.8
3 11 29.4 8.6 50 58.7 4.8
4 75 32.3 11 50 64.5 32.8
5 84 32.9 9.2 50 65.9 36.7
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Sticky Note
Usually the question number

Sticky Note
The number of candidates attempting that question

Sticky Note
The mean score is calculated by adding up the individual candidate scores and dividing by the total number of candidates. If all candidates perform well on a particular item, the mean score will be close to the maximum mark. Conversely, if candidates as a whole perform poorly on the item there will be a large difference between the mean score and the maximum mark. A simple comparison of the mean marks will identify those items that contribute significantly to the overall performance of the candidates.However, because the maximum mark may not be the same for each item, a comparison of the means provides only a partial indication of candidate performance. Equal means does not necessarily imply equal performance. For questions with different maximum marks, the facility factor should be used to compare performance.

Sticky Note
The standard deviation measures the spread of the data about the mean score. The larger the standard deviation is, the more dispersed (or less consistent) the candidate performances are for that item. An increase in the standard deviation points to increased diversity amongst candidates, or to a more discriminating paper, as the marks are more dispersed about the centre. By contrast a decrease in the standard deviation would suggest more homogeneity amongst the candidates, or a less discriminating paper, as candidate marks are more clustered about the centre.

Sticky Note
This is the maximum mark for a particular question

Sticky Note
The facility factor for an item expresses the mean mark as a percentage of the maximum mark (Max. Mark) and is a measure of the accessibility of the item. If the mean mark obtained by candidates is close to the maximum mark, the facility factor will be close to 100 per cent and the item would be considered to be very accessible. If on the other hand the mean mark is low when compared with the maximum score, the facility factor will be small and the item considered less accessible to candidates.

Sticky Note
For each item the table shows the number (N) and percentage of candidates who attempted the question. When comparing items on this measure it is important to consider the order in which the items appear on the paper. If the total time available for a paper is limited, there is the possibility of some candidates running out of time. This may result in those items towards the end of the paper having a deflated figure on this measure. If the time allocated to the paper is not considered to be a significant factor, a low percentage may indicate issues of accessibility. Where candidates have a choice of question the statistics evidence candidate preferences, but will also be influenced by the teaching policy within centres.
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Compulsory

1. Look at the item below and answer the following questions.

 Crystal and Spiritual Healers

 Stuart McLean was interested in the role of complementary medicine in contemporary society. 
Alternative medicines are widely available and people can choose from a range of treatments. 
He used an ethnographic approach to study a healing centre in the north of England which 
included participant observation. Although people knew that he was an academic researcher 
McLean was accepted as a healing trainee and over the course of a year he became fully 
incorporated into the life of the centre. He attended a range of healing sessions, courses and 
training sessions.

 Adapted from Blundell, J. and Griffiths, J. (2002) Sociology since 1995,
 Lewes: Connect Publications

 (a) Identify and explain two reasons why the researcher decided to use participant 
observation as a method in his research. [10]

 (b) As an A Level Sociology student you have been asked to design a research project to 
collect qualitative data on attitudes to complementary medicine. Your sample should be 
taken from adults living in your area.

 •	 Outline each stage of your research design explaining the reasons for your choices 
at each stage.

 •	 Identify some of the problems that may occur and their impact on the quality of the 
data collected. [30]
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Sticky Note
One vaguely relevant and methodologically sound reason with no real explanation.



Sticky Note
The candidate is writing as though the research was actually undertaken. A misunderstanding of the task is evident.

Sticky Note
Ethical issues are not explored

Sticky Note
No explanation linked to the task is offered for the sampling technique chosen. There is no mention of the target or sample population.

Sticky Note
The answer has not yet offered anything that is linked to the task or the success criteria.



Sticky Note
Marks correspond to AO1 being basic with some confusion and AO2: any understanding is implicit.







Sticky Note
Some knowledge is demonstrated but justification is undeveloped.

Sticky Note
Confusion over the meaning of operationalisation.

Sticky Note
Not a good way to collect data on attitudes.

Sticky Note
Two reasons are offered but neither is contextualised. There is an attempt to use sociological language but both reasons lack detail.



Sticky Note
The design is limited in both skill domains.Key stages of the design lack any kind of detail and are characterised by confusion.

Sticky Note
Confused









Sticky Note
The second reason is also sound but the candidate begins to repeat ideas and also offers a criticism of the method which is not required.

Sticky Note
The first reason is good though a more detailed explanation would have improved it.



Sticky Note
The candidate shows an understanding of ethical considerations.

Sticky Note
The candidate demonstrates some confusion about the meaning of complementary medicine.

Sticky Note
Why? Every decision should be explained and contextualised.



Sticky Note
This design demonstrates some AO1 skills and some AO2 skills though both are closer to being basic than being detailed. Consequently the answer was awarded marks at the bottom of band 2 for both skills.

Sticky Note
The candidate does not seem to understand that reliability is about replicability which is in fact a problem with in unstructured interviews because their very nature means that each one is unique.

Sticky Note
A problem is identified and this is linked to a wider methodological issue which is good.













Barbara
Sticky Note
The first reason is clear though could be linked to methodological issues such as validity.



Barbara
Sticky Note
Though there could have been links to key methodological issues, because the answer matched the descriptor for band 4 it achieved a high mark. The biggest strength of this answer was context.



Barbara
Sticky Note
The choices are not contextualised. The strengths of the method are cited but these could apply to any research topic. There is an implicit reference to the topic but it is not developed.

Barbara
Sticky Note
Quite a good understanding of the need to operationalise.



Barbara
Sticky Note
Unstructured interviews do not employ set questions.

Barbara
Sticky Note
The candidate demonstrates a tentative understanding of quota sampling here.

Barbara
Sticky Note
The sampling technique and justification is quite well explained but no details of how the sample will be collected are provided.



Barbara
Sticky Note
This research design demonstrates knowledge and understanding that is bordering on basic. The explanations for the decisions are very basic and lacking methodological language and clarity.
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Understanding Social Inequality

4. (a) Identify two areas of life in the contemporary UK where there is evidence of inequality.
Illustrate your answer with reference to evidence for each area identified. [20]

(b) Evaluate sociological explanations for gender inequalities in the contemporary UK. [30]
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Sticky Note
Reference to class inequality is very general and somewhat anecdotal.



Sticky Note
The answer begins to ramble with the candidate losing focus.



Sticky Note
Almost entirely anecdotal. Some examples of inequality are offered but no evidence.

Sticky Note
A misunderstanding of the task is evident.



Sticky Note
The answer does not match the task. There is no focus on sociological explanations of gender inequality nor is there an evaluation of these explanations. Consequently the response is basic, bordering on limited in AO1 skills and limited in AO2 skills.

Sticky Note
The candidate shows some knowledge of sociological language





















Sticky Note
A good reference to empirical evidence is made here. Sociological language is used.



Sticky Note
Another example of effective use of evidence.



Sticky Note
Developing examples of recent research on stop and search could have provided excellent opportunities to demonstrate ethnic inequality.

Sticky Note
The candidate clearly knows this research but describes it in detail rather than using it to demonstrate class inequality. 



Sticky Note
This was a good answer that would have been even better with clearer explanation of what the evidence and examples show about inequality.



Sticky Note
There is good use of sociological language here and a critical tone is being developed.



Sticky Note
Criticism of the view is introduced but for this to be effective the candidate could have utilised evidence or examples to demonstrate AO2 skills.

Sticky Note
Good use of sociological language but a lost opportunity to examine contemporary evidence on work and pay.



Sticky Note
Here the candidate uses an alternative view to evaluate. This is acceptable but often results in descriptive accounts and as such become evaluation by juxtaposition. 

Sticky Note
The candidate demonstrates wide ranging knowledge and understanding of sociological explanations of gender inequality.



Sticky Note
The candidate tries to offer analytical commentary on the ideas presented.

Sticky Note
Juxtaposition is avoided because the candidate develops a more detailed examination of Hakim's ideas.



Sticky Note
A detailed, focused essay which, for the most part attempts to present a critical account of sociological explanations of gender inequality.

Sticky Note
Good use of evidence to interrogate the validity of sociological ideas.























Sticky Note
The first area is clearly identified. The inequality is described with supporting evidence.



Sticky Note
This is a very effective use of evidence.

Sticky Note
Whilst it is not necessary to explain why inequality exists in this question, this answer stays focused on examples and evidence of inequality with the reference to cultural capital.



Sticky Note
The answer begins to drift here into a discussion which is not required. But the candidate manages to bring the focus back to class.

Sticky Note
Relevant evidence of class inequality in prison populations.

Sticky Note
Examination of class inequalities in education is very detailed with good use of empirical and statistical evidence.



Sticky Note
Whilst this final paragraph shows clear understanding and good use of sociological language, it does not contain any evidence. However, the candidate has already done enough to match descriptors for band 4 in both skill domains.



Sticky Note
There is a descriptive tone which is expected to some degree. However, the candidate needs to introduce a more evaluative tone so that the response is consistent with the command word in the question.



Sticky Note
The candidate is able to demonstrate knowledge of feminist ideas but the tone remains descriptive. Evidence could be used to help to evaluate the ideas. In this way AO2 skills would be more evident.

Sticky Note
An attempt is made here to introduce a critical tone but the claims made by post modernists and by Hakim could be interrogated. 



Sticky Note
Again the candidate's knowledge is evident so AO1 is good. But the ideas described need to be explored and evaluated.



Sticky Note
Here the candidate begins to evaluate the validity of the ideas described which will improve the quality of the AO2 skills in the answer.





Sticky Note
Though there could have been more detailed commentary on the ideas presented this answer demonstrates detailed knowedge and understanding of feminist explanations of gender inequalites.
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3

Understanding Social Inequality

5. (a) Identify two areas of life in the contemporary UK where there is evidence of gender
inequality. Illustrate your answer with reference to evidence for each area identified. [20]

(b) Evaluate the view that social inequality is inevitable and functional. [30]
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Sticky Note
The examples and references chosen do not demonstrate gender inequality effectively.

Sticky Note
This example links to another area of life.

Sticky Note
Appropriate evidence used but subject choice is evidence of different not of inequality.



Sticky Note
The candidate presents some accurate knowledge of functionalist ideas. Ideas are not developed nor examined in detail.

Sticky Note
The answer is basic. There are two areas but no evidence offered for the second area and very limited attempts to explain. Marks are given for the evidence offered in the first area examined.

Sticky Note
The answer does not contain any evidence for the second area.



Sticky Note
An attempt is made here to consider inevitability but ideas are not developed.

Sticky Note
So how is this relevant to the focus of the question? The answer does not demonstrate high level AO2 skills.

Sticky Note
The answer now looks at another key functionalist idea but this is not linked to the focus of the question. This suggests that the candidate has some knowledge but less understanding.

Sticky Note
This was an opportunity to develop the concept of functionality of inequality but the candidate fails to do so. Although functionalist ideas are described the focus on the inevitability and functionality of inequality is not evident.



Sticky Note
A good example of an answer that demonstrates some knowledge and some understanding. Analysis and evaluation are more basic.

Sticky Note
The candidate knows what key theorists say but they don't clearly understand why and so high level analysis and evaluation become problematic.
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SY4 
 
 
Q.1  (Compulsory) 
 
 (a) Identify and explain two reasons why the researcher decided to use 


participant observation in his research.  [10] 
  


Answers may include: 


 reliability - they can replicate and make comparisons 


 the nature of the research - privacy should enhance validity 


 information not influenced (bias) 
 


Marks AO1 


8-10 
Two methodologically sound reasons will be identified, with 
detailed reasons clearly explained. 


5-7 Two reasons will be identified, with some explanations offered. 


3-4 
There will be basic understanding of the reasons why the 
method was chosen, with two reasons offered. 


1-2 
There will be limited understanding of the reasons, there will be 
limited understanding. 


0 No relevant points will be made.  
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 (b)  As an A Level Sociology student you have been asked to design a 
research project to collect qualitative data on attitudes to 
complementary medicine. Your sample should be taken from adults 
living in your area. [30] 
 


 Outline each stage of your research design explaining the reasons for 
your choices at each stage. 


 Identify some of the problems that may occur and their impact on the 
quality of the data collected. 


  
 Candidates should make their choices, justify their research design and 


identify potential problems in the light of: 


 ethics 


 validity  


 reliability  


 practical considerations  


 generalisbility  


 representativeness  


 methods could be in depth/unstructured interviews  


 expect to see a framework which might consider some or all of the 
following stages: 


 secondary research 


 operationalisation 


 same population  


 sampling technique  


 choice of method 


 ethical issues  


 practical issues 


 analysis of data  
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AO1 (14) AO2 (16) 


12 - 14 
Candidates will demonstrate their knowledge 
and understanding through detailed and 
accurate reference to a range of 
methodological terminology. 
Their research designs will be logical, 
demonstrating sound knowledge and 
understanding of research procedures. 
The quality of written communication is very 
good, with few, if any, errors of spelling, 
punctuation or grammar. 


13 - 16 
Candidates will relate designs directly to the 
design brief under consideration and this link 
will be explicit. 
Designs will be justified in relation to key 
methodological considerations of reliability, 
validity, objectivity, representativeness, 
generalisability and ethics. 
There will be detailed explanation of the 
problems likely to be encountered and their 
impact on the data collected. 


8 - 11 
Candidates will demonstrate their knowledge 
and understanding through accurate 
reference to some methodological 
terminology. 
The research design will show some 
knowledge and understanding of research 
procedures. 
The quality of written communication is, for 
the most part good though there may be 
some errors of spelling, punctuation and 
grammar. 


9 - 12 
Candidates will show some link between the 
design and the design brief. 
Designs will provide some justification in 
relation to reliability, validity, objectivity, 
representativeness, generalisability and 
ethics. 
There will be some identification of problems 
associated with the design with some 
reference to their impact. 
 


5 - 7 
There will be some attempt at constructing a 
research design. 
Candidates will be able to use basic 
sociological terms correctly.  
The quality of written communication will be 
limited with frequent errors of punctuation, 
spelling and grammar. 


5 - 8 
Candidates will show basic links between 
the design and the design brief. 
Designs will provide a basic justification in 
relation to reliability, validity, objectivity, 
representativeness, generalisability and 
ethics. 
Basic attempts at analysis and/or evaluation 
will be apparent. 


1 - 4 
Candidates may offer a very simplistic 
design with gaps in knowledge and 
understanding. 
Candidates will offer limited use of 
sociological language. 
The quality of written communication will be 
poor with numerous errors of spelling, 
punctuation and grammar. 


1 - 4 
Candidates make limited reference to the 
design brief. 
There will be limited reference to key 
methodological issues. 
Candidates make limited use of analytical 
language. 


0 
No relevant knowledge or understanding 
displayed. 


0 
No relevant analysis. 
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Understanding Social Inequality 
 
EITHER: 
 
Q.4 (a)  Identify two areas of life in the contemporary UK where there is 


evidence of inequality. Illustrate your answer with reference to 
appropriate evidence from each area identified. [20] 
 
Answers should identify two areas such as: 


 Education  


 Crime and deviance patterns and stats relating to gender class or ethnicity 


 Health inequalities patterns of morbidity and mortality  


 In each case research evidence of statistics need to be cited  
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AO1 (8) AO2 (12) 


7 - 8 
Candidates will be able to make specific, 
explicit and detailed reference to a range of 
evidence. Much of this material will have 
explicit sociological content. 
Answers will be expressed in appropriate 
sociological language showing knowledge 
and understanding.  
The quality of written communication is very 
good, with few, if any, errors of spelling, 
punctuation or grammar. 


10 - 12 
Candidates will relate answers directly to 
the question under consideration and this 
link will be explicit. 
There will be detailed analysis of the 
evidence identified. 
Analysis will be explicit throughout the 
answers. 
Candidates will be able to make regular 
and explicit use of correct analytical 
language showing knowledge and 
understanding of its meaning. 
Candidates will be able to make explicit 
reference to the question under 
consideration. 
 


5 - 6 
There will be some knowledge of evidence 
demonstrated. 
Answers will use some sociological 
language. This will be applied correctly. 
The quality of written communication is, for 
the most part good though there may be 
some errors of spelling, punctuation and 
grammar. 


6 - 9 
Candidates will relate some knowledge to 
the question under consideration but the 
link is likely to be implicit. 
Some analysis of the evidence identified 
will be present. 
Analysis may not be present throughout 
the answer. 
 


3 - 4 
Candidates will be able to make basic 
references to evidence but any identified will 
lack depth and breadth. 
Candidates will be able to use basic 
sociological terms correctly for the most part 
but there may be inaccuracies.  
The quality of written communication will be 
limited with frequent errors of punctuation, 
spelling and grammar. 


4 - 5 
There will be basic reference to evidence. 
Analysis of the evidence identified will be 
basic and likely to be implicit. 
Answers are likely to lack cohesion. 
 


1 - 2 
Answers are likely to be limited and 
anecdotal with few if any references to 
evidence. 
There will be very limited accurate 
knowledge or understanding. 
There will be limited use of sociological 
language.  
The quality of written communication will be 
poor with numerous errors of spelling, 
punctuation and grammar. 


1 - 3 
There will be limited if any analysis 
present. 
There may be rubric errors. 
Candidates make limited use of analytical 
language. 


0 
No relevant knowledge or understanding 
displayed. 


0 
No relevant analysis. 
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Q.4 (b)  Outline and evaluate sociological explanations for gender inequalities in 
the contemporary UK. [30] 
 
Expect the focus to be on feminist ideas but consideration of any theory and 
its value in explaining gender inequality is acceptable.  
 


 Radical feminism 


 Liberal feminism 


 Black feminism 


 Dual labour market theory 


 Triple systems theory ... Walby 


 Preference theory ... Hakim 


 Marxism 


 Functionalism 


 Weberianism 


 There should be an evaluation of the ideas throughout 
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AO1 (13) AO2 (17) 


11 - 13 
Candidates will be able to make specific, explicit 
and detailed reference to a range of writers, 
research and theory. Much of this material will have 
explicit sociological content. 
Answers will be expressed in appropriate 
sociological language showing knowledge and 
understanding.  
The quality of written communication is very good, 
with few, if any, errors of spelling, punctuation or 
grammar. 


13 - 17 
Candidates will relate answers directly to the 
question under consideration and this link will be 
explicit. 
Essays will be formally constructed with a clear 
and logical argument. 
Evaluation and analysis will be explicit throughout 
the answers. 
Candidates will be able to make regular and 
explicit use of the correct analytical and/or 
evaluative language showing knowledge and 
understanding of its meaning. 
Candidates will be able to make explicit reference 
to the question under consideration. 
The candidate may challenge the terms of the 
question. 


8 - 10 
There will be some knowledge of writers and theory 
which will be explicit and accurate. 
Answers will use some sociological language. This 
will be applied correctly. 
The quality of written communication is, for the most 
part good though there may be some errors of 
spelling, punctuation and grammar. 


8 - 12 
Candidates will relate some knowledge to the 
question under consideration but the link is likely to 
be implicit. 
Some evaluation and analysis of writers or theory 
will be present. 
Evaluation may not be present throughout the 
answer. 
Candidates will be able to demonstrate some 
logical argument and discussion. 


4 -7  
Candidates will be able to make basic references to 
either writers, concepts, research evidence and/or 
theory. 
The writers, theories of evidence will be described 
accurately but will lack depth and breadth. 
Candidates will be able to use sociological terms 
correctly for the most part but there may be 
inaccuracies.  
The quality of written communication will be limited 
with frequent errors of punctuation, spelling and 
grammar. 


5 - 7 
There will be basic knowledge used and there will 
be an implicit focus on the question. 
There will be basic analysis and/or evaluation and 
only limited reference to any writers or theory. 
Evaluation will be basic and likely to be implicit or 
characterised by juxtaposition. 
Answers are likely to lack cohesion and/or logical 
argument. 
 


1 - 3 
Answers are likely to be anecdotal with few if any 
references to writers, research or theory. 
There will be very limited accurate knowledge or 
understanding. 
There will be very limited use of sociological 
language.  
The quality of written communication will be poor 
with numerous errors of spelling, punctuation and 
grammar. 


1 - 4 
There will be very limited analysis or evaluation 
present. 
There may be rubric errors. 
Candidates make limited reference to the terms of 
the question. 
Candidates make limited use of analytical 
language. 


0 
No relevant knowledge or understanding displayed. 


0 
No relevant analysis. 
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OR: 
 
Q.5 (a) Identify two areas of life in the contemporary UK where there is 


evidence of gender inequality. Illustrate your answer with reference to 
appropriate evidence from each area identified.  [20] 
 
 
Any two areas but there must be reference to at least two pieces of evidence 
for each area identified for the answer to get into Band 4 for A01.   
 
Popular areas may be: 


 Education 


 Labelling 


 Attainment 


 Classroom studies 


 Crime 


 Work and pay 


 Horizontal / vertical segregation of jobs 
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AO1 (8) AO2 (12) 


7 - 8 
Candidates will be able to make specific, 
explicit and detailed reference to a range 
of evidence. Much of this material will have 
explicit sociological content. 
Answers will be expressed in appropriate 
sociological language showing knowledge 
and understanding.  
The quality of written communication is 
very good, with few, if any, errors of 
spelling, punctuation or grammar. 


10 - 12 
Candidates will relate answers directly to 
the question under consideration and this 
link will be explicit. 
There will be detailed analysis of the 
evidence identified. 
Analysis will be explicit throughout the 
answers. 
Candidates will be able to make regular 
and explicit use of correct analytical 
language showing knowledge and 
understanding of its meaning. 
Candidates will be able to make explicit 
reference to the question under 
consideration. 
 


5 - 6 
There will be some knowledge of evidence 
demonstrated. 
Answers will use some sociological 
language. This will be applied correctly. 
The quality of written communication is, for 
the most part good though there may be 
some errors of spelling, punctuation and 
grammar. 


6 - 9 
Candidates will relate some knowledge to 
the question under consideration but the 
link is likely to be implicit. 
Some analysis of the evidence identified 
will be present. 
Analysis may not be present throughout 
the answer. 
 


3 - 4 
Candidates will be able to make basic 
references to evidence but any identified 
will lack depth and breadth. 
Candidates will be able to use basic 
sociological terms correctly for the most 
part but there may be inaccuracies.  
The quality of written communication will 
be limited with frequent errors of 
punctuation, spelling and grammar. 


4 - 5 
There will be basic reference to evidence. 
Analysis of the evidence identified will be 
basic and likely to be implicit. 
Answers are likely to lack cohesion. 
 


1 - 2 
Answers are likely to be limited and 
anecdotal with few if any references to 
evidence. 
There will be very limited accurate 
knowledge or understanding. 
There will be limited use of sociological 
language.  
The quality of written communication will 
be poor with numerous errors of spelling, 
punctuation and grammar. 


1 - 3 
There will be limited if any analysis 
present. 
There may be rubric errors. 
Candidates make limited use of analytical 
language. 


0 
No relevant knowledge or understanding 
displayed. 


0 
No relevant analysis. 
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Q.5 (b)  Evaluate the view that social inequality is inevitable and functional. [30] 
 
The focus should be on Functionalist ideas but consideration of other sociological 
explanations of inequality is also important.  
 
The discussion about meritocracy should 
feature heavily.  


 Davies and Moore 


 Saunders 


 Critics ... Marshall and Swift 


 Marxism: false consciousness 


 Polarisation, Althusser, Bowles and Gintis 


 Weber: class status and party 


 Reference to gender, ethnic and other dimensions of inequality used to argue 
 the view 


 There should be an evaluation of the view throughout 
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AO1 (13) AO2 (17) 


11 - 13 
Candidates will be able to make specific, explicit 
and detailed reference to a range of writers, 
research and theory. Much of this material will 
have explicit sociological content. 
Answers will be expressed in appropriate 
sociological language showing knowledge and 
understanding.  
The quality of written communication is very 
good, with few, if any, errors of spelling, 
punctuation or grammar. 


13 - 17 
Candidates will relate answers directly to the 
question under consideration and this link will be 
explicit. 
Essays will be formally constructed with a clear 
and logical argument. 
Evaluation and analysis will be explicit throughout 
the answers. 
Candidates will be able to make regular and 
explicit use of the correct analytical and/or 
evaluative language showing knowledge and 
understanding of its meaning. 
Candidates will be able to make explicit reference 
to the question under consideration. 
The candidate may challenge the terms of the 
question. 


8 - 10 
There will be some knowledge of writers and 
theory which will be explicit and accurate. 
Answers will use some sociological language. 
This will be applied correctly. 
The quality of written communication is, for the 
most part good though there may be some 
errors of spelling, punctuation and grammar. 


8 - 12 
Candidates will relate some knowledge to the 
question under consideration but the link is likely to 
be implicit. 
Some evaluation and analysis of writers or theory 
will be present. 
Evaluation may not be present throughout the 
answer. 
Candidates will be able to demonstrate some 
logical argument and discussion. 


4 - 7  
Candidates will be able to make basic 
references to either writers, concepts, research 
evidence and/or theory.  
The writers, theories of evidence will be 
described accurately but will lack depth and 
breadth. 
Candidates will be able to use sociological 
terms correctly for the most part but there may 
be inaccuracies.  
The quality of written communication will be 
limited with frequent errors of punctuation, 
spelling and grammar. 


5 - 7 
There will be basic knowledge used and there will 
be an implicit focus on the question. 
There will be basic analysis and/or evaluation and 
only limited reference to any writers or theory. 
Evaluation will be basic and likely to be implicit or 
characterised by juxtaposition. 
Answers are likely to lack cohesion and/or logical 
argument. 
 


1 - 3 
Answers are likely to be anecdotal with few if 
any references to writers, research or theory. 
There will be very limited accurate knowledge or 
understanding. 
There will be very limited use of sociological 
language.  
The quality of written communication will be 
poor with numerous errors of spelling, 
punctuation and grammar. 


1 - 4 
There will be very limited analysis or evaluation 
present. 
There may be rubric errors. 
Candidates make limited reference to the terms of 
the question. 
Candidates make limited use of analytical 
language. 


0 
No relevant knowledge or understanding 
displayed. 


0 
No relevant analysis. 
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